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ABSTRACT 

 

The best known function of albumin is protein constructs that allow the 

transport of a large number of chemical compounds. Many endogenous and exogenous 

compounds are transported into the bloodstream after complexing with serum 

albumin. In order to understand the nature of the transport and distribution of these 

compounds within biological organisms, it is important to examine the interactions of 

ions and molecules with proteins. In this work, the binding constants of 

experimentally studied metal-BSA complexes were calculated by using computational 

chemistry and molecular docking methods. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, pdb code: 

4OR0), polycomplexes of poly (methyl vinyl ether-CO-maleic anhydride) 

(PMVEMA) and eight different metal ions (Cd+2, Co+2, Cu+1, Cu+2, Fe+2, Fe+3, Ni+2 

and Zn2+) were investigated by molecular docking study. The study was carried out 

in two stages: As the first step, the stability of the complexes was calculated by the 

semi-emprical PM6 method, in which Spartan16’, GaussView5.0 and Gaussian09 

programs were used. In the second step, the complex formation energies of the stable 

ligands were performed using AutoDock Vina. BSA-Co+2-PMVEMA complex is 

found to be the most stable complex in all the metal complexes for docking studies. 

 

Keywords: Molecular Docking, BSA, PM6, binding energy, metal complex. 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Serum albumin (SA) is the most crucial protein of plasma for carrying numerous 

http://www.chemistry-journal.org/
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exogenous and endogenous substances including fatty acids, amino acids and drugs, it plays a 

critical role in transportation and distribution1. Before reaching the molecular targets to play 

the pharmacological role, the low molecular drugs will bind to serum albumin with varying 

degrees. Usually, the binding ratio of drug-protein could influence the concentration of free 

drug and bound drug in the blood, and only the free drug can traverse cell membranes, thus 

diffuse the corresponding organization or target organs, then produce their pharmacological 

effects before metabolism and excretion. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is widely used as a 

model protein for the investigation of drug-protein interactions, because of its 76 % structural 

homology compared with human serum albumin (HSA) and low cost, ready availability2,3. 

BSA is a 66.4 kDa globular and heart-shaped protein composed of 583 amino acid residues, it 

consists of three structurally homologous domains (I, II, and III), each containing two 

subdomains, A and B. The analysis of BSA crystal structure indicates that the specific binding 

sites for ligands are mainly site I and site II, which are located in hydrophobic cavities in 

subdomains IIA and IIIA respectively. The binding affinity offered by site I mainly through 

hydrophobic interactions, whereas site II involves a combination of hydrogen binding, 

hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions4-7. When evaluating drugs that binding to albumins, 

BSA is often used as the model protein because of its low cost, medical care, binding 

properties, ready availability and highly structural homology with human serum albumin8- 11. 

Being familiar with the molecular basis of drug-albumin binding is crucial in designing new 

therapeutic agents for improvement of drug activity. Therefore, albumin–drug binding study 

is important and may influence properties of typical drugs.In recent years, the interactions 

between serum albumins and small molecules such as drugs12-15, complexes16-18, the drug 

protein binding and probable interactions and nanoparticles19 have been investigated8,20,21. 

Synthetic polyelectrolyte (PE) applications have been found to increase immunoresponse to 

the immunizing agent and to produce an adjuvant effect22,23,24. PE used as carrier in ternary 

complexes is firmly linked to microbial and viral antigens to form a stable complex (i.e., 

increased by several orders of magnitude the immune responsiveness of the organism but also 

afforded effective immune protection), which allows an avenue to manufacture artificial 

vaccines against yet uncontrolled infections25. PE macromolecules do not contain the 

corresponding electrostatic or hydrophobic groups for antigen binding, it is necessary to 

modify the carrier polymer, which can give rise to changes in its effect(s) upon biological 

systems. A relatively good technique involves the use of metal ions compounds as means of 

activating the support surface and allowing direct proteins coupling without prior activated 

support, through formation of chelate26. Recent findings showed the existence of a ternary 

complex between proteins, Cu(II) ions and amino acid27. Some of these polycomplexes reveal 

strong immunogenecity and provide a high level of immunological protection25,28–31. In this 

study, BSA-poly methyl vinyl ether-CO-maleic anhydride (PMVEMA)-ion complex 

formation process was investigated in the presence of the particular metal ions which studied 

experimentally. The stable geometry of the PMVEMA-ion complex and binding constants of 

BSA-PMVEMA-ion complex were calculated using by computational chemistry methods in 

our experimental study.  
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METHOD 
 

Geometry Optimizations 
 

In this study, the stable conformation of PMVEMA was determined by using Spartan 

16’ software32. To obtain the most stable PMVEMA-ion complex, the coordination number 

was determined as a first step. Geometry optimizations were made to investigate which 

configuration of PMVEMA with the metal ions (eight different metal ions were studied for 

complex structure: Cd+2, Co+2, Cu+1, Cu+2, Fe+2, Fe+3, Ni+2 and Zn2+) are more stable, monomer, 

dimer, trimer and tetramer. The decision on which PMVEMA-ion complex being more stable 

has been given according to lowest energy principle. Linear configuration for dimer form, 

trigonal planar, tetrahedral and bipyramidal configurations for trimer form and trigonal, 

bipyramidal, tetrahedral, octahedral, square-planer and seesaw configurations for tetramer 

form were drawn by using GaussView5.0 33. Co+2 ion has been selected as metal ion in stability 

conformer models. All geometry optimization computations were performed with semi-

empirical PM6 method34,35 by using the Gaussian09 suite of programs36. 
 

Molecular Docking Studies 
 

The crystal structure of BSA was downloaded from PDB (pdb code:4OR0) and 

cleaned structure geometry by Discovery Studio programs37 In the all molecular docking 

studies performed in Autodock Vina software programs38. The selection of the binding site in 

BSA was determined as the x, y, z coordinates of the carbonyl C14 atom of NPS601 for cube 

measuring 50×50×50 Å3. The central metal ions in the trimer and tetramer complex structures, 

which were determined to be the most stable in configuration, were displaced respectively to 

obtain structures for the calculation of the binding energy in the protein for each metal ion 

(Figure 1). For the 8 metal (including Cd+2, Co+2, Cu+1, Cu+2, Fe+2, Fe+3, Ni+2 and Zn+2) ions 

the same approach was applied respectively.  
 

RESULTS 
 

The results of semi-empirical PM6 calculations for the determination of the stable 

conformer of the complex formed between the metal ion and the PMVEMA are listed in    

Table 1 below. Octahedral conformation is most stable for trimer and tetramer structures of 

PMVEMA-ion complex. The second stable conformations are seasaw (5.6463 kcal/mol) for 

trimer and trigonalbipyramid for tetramerforms. 
 

Table 1. Relative Conformational Stability (kcal/mol) 
 

conformation species relative energy 

dimer trimer tetramer 

linear 0.00000   

octahedral  0.0000 0.0000 

seasaw  5.6463 6.9860 

trigonalbipyramid  5.8858 5.4763 

T-shaped  5.9843  

trigonal planer  6.0817  

tetrahedral  6.4923 6.9190 

squareplaner  6.6499 7.3121 
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According to our results, octahedral structure in both trimer and tetramer 

configurations are most stable conformation (Figure 1. a-b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(a)                 (b) 

 

Figure 1. The most stable configurations of metal complexes, a. Tetramer-Octahedral 

b. Trimer-Octahedral (The metal ion is Cu+1 in the figures). 

 

We performed docking studies between the complex that is identified as stable 

conformation of the PMVEMA-Co+2 metal ion (for trimer and tetramer forms, respectively) 

and the BSA. As output of docking study involving the binding energy and conformation of 

surrounding amino acids in active side, we have found that tetramer PMVEMA-Co+2 metal 

ion complex structure is more compatible with the binding region of BSA (binding energies: 

-9.6 kcal/mol for the tetramer structures). Relying on this observed characteristic in the binding 

region, all the experiments were carried out on tetrameric octahedral structures of PMVEMA-

metal ion complexes. Binding energy results obtained for the BSA-Metal ion-PMVEMA 

complexes are listed in Table 2 below. 
 

Table 2. Binding Energy Results (kcal/mol) 

 

 
 

Figure 2 above shows that the BSA-Co+2- PMVEMA complex interacts with a total of 

11 amino acids (tyr156, arg194, arg198, trp213, arg217, lys221, leu237, arg256, ala290, 

glu291 and leu454 residues) in the binding region.  

Complex Binding Energy  Complex Binding Energy  

BSA-Co+2-PMVEMA -9.6 BSA-Cu+1- PMVEMA -8.5 

BSA-Cu+2-PMVEMA    -9.0 BSA-Ni+2- PMVEMA -8.4 

BSA-Cd+2- PMVEMA -8.8 BSA-Fe+2- PMVEMA -8.3 

BSA-Zn+2- PMVEMA -8.8 BSA-Fe+3- PMVEMA -8.3 
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Figure 2. Interactions with the surrounding amino acids of the BSA-Co+2-PMVEMA complex which gives 

the best binding energy in the obtained the docking studies (Other amino acids are not given for clarity, by 

Discovery Studio 4.1 Visualizer). 
 

All interactions with the ligand complex are listed in Table 3. It can be shown that in 

Co+2 complex structures have seven amino acid residues by the H-bond interaction, three 

amino acid residues interaction by the alkyl and pi-alkyl, two amino acid residues interaction 

by the pi-donor H-bond. H-bonding are the most powerful interactions with the environment, 

which are determined by the binding energy values. Though Cu+2 complex structures have 

similar interactions with the Co+2 complex structure, there are notable differences between 

these two ion-complexes. Firstly, the H-bond and pi-cation interactions for Co+2 includes seven 

residues and trp213 and arg217 residues, respectively. Secondly, arg residue has a crucial role 

in the interacted complex structure for Co+2 ion; a total of four arg residues (arg194, arg198, 

arg217 and arg256) acted in the complex.  
 

Table 3. The amino acid residues in which the BSA-ion-PMVEMA complexes are in interaction 
 

Ion H-Bond 
Pi–Donor  

H-Bond 

Pi –

Anion 

Pi - 

Cation 

Pi – Pi 

Interaction 
Alkyl Pi-Alkyl 

Co+2 
tyr156,arg194, arg198, arg217, 

lys221, arg256, glu291 

arg194, 

trp213 
- arg217 - arg194, leu237, leu454 

arg194, 

leu237, 

ala290 

Cu+2   
tyr149, tyr156, ser191, arg194, 

arg198, arg217, lys221 
arg194 - - trp213 

arg194, leu197, leu237, 

ala290, leu454 

arg194, 

his287, 

ala290 

Cd+2 
ser109, leu112, lys114, ser192, 

ser428, arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 arg185, leu189, ala193 

arg144, 

leu189 

Zn+2 
ser109, lys114, leu189, ser192, 

ser428, arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 arg185, leu189, ala193 

arg144, 

leu189 

Cu+1 
pro110, leu112, lys114, his145, 

ser192, arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 

pro110, leu112, lys114, 

arg144, leu189, ala193, 

ile522 

arg144 

Ni+2 
pro110, leu112, lys114, ser192, 

arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 

pro110, leu112, lys114, 

arg144, leu189, ala193, 

ile522 

arg144  

Fe+2 
leu112, lys114, ser192, ser428, 

arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 

pro110, leu112, lys114, 

arg144, leu189, ala193, 

ile522 

arg144, 

leu 189, 

ala193 

Fe+3 
pro110, leu112, lys114, arg144, 

ser192, glu424, ser428, arg458 
- glu424 arg458 his145 

pro110, leu112, arg144, 

leu189, ala193 

arg144, 

ala193 
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The other ion complexes excluding Fe+3 ion, have fewer H-bond interaction with the 

residues. There are eight residues for H-bond interaction with Fe+3 ion, but these are weaker 

than Cu+2 and Co+2. H-bond distances of Fe+3 ion are longer than the others. The rest of the 

number of weak interactions and interacted residues are almost equal for the all complexes. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

BSA is widely used as a model protein for the investigation of drug-protein 

interactions. In this study, the binding constants of experimentally studied metal-BSA 

complexes were calculated using computational chemistry and molecular docking methods. 

BSA, PMVEMA and eight different metal ions (Cd+2, Co+2, Cu+1, Cu+2, Fe+2, Fe+3, Ni+2 and 

Zn2+) were investigated. These results show the importance of describing the coordination 

number and conformation species of the complex formed between the metal ion and 

PMVEMA. In addition this study depicts that semi-empirical PM6 method is the right 

approach. On the other hand, docking studies of similar protein-metal ions-complex structures 

will contribute to determination of stable complex structures and stability orders. Further, Co+2 

ion has the most stable binding energy (-9.6 kcal/mol) in BSA-Co+2-PMVEMA complex. This 

study provided valuable datas for the selection of transition metals for prospective 

experimental work. 
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